Believers
By: Spencer M.

Dana and Alhana are sisters who don’t believe in
love. Which makes Valentine’s Day the most pointless
holiday ever! All their friends at school are all excited
about the Valentine’s Day dance but not Dana and
Alhana. Tomorrow is Valentine's Day so, tonight Dana is
trying to prepare for tomorrow while Alhana is trying to get
sick.
The next day, as Alhana and Dana were ready for
the Valentine’s Day dance, they found notes in their
lockers! They excitedly read the notes at the same time.
Dana found that her note was from a secret admirer but
she had a sneaking suspicion that it was from Nate.
Alhana’s note was from Luis. Luis has been in love with
Alhana since kindergarten.
Alhana ran to find Luis. “Thank you for the note! I
used to believe I couldn’t love anyone else but my sister
since my parents divorced. Then, we became friends and
I’ve changed… I love you too’’ Alhana said. “The only
problem is that we can’t tell my sister about this because
she’ll be angry.’’ At the same time, Dana found Nate and
asked “Did you give me a note?’’ Nate said “Yes and I

meant every word in the note.” Dana felt shocked but
happy about what Nate said, almost like she was in love
but they couldn’t tell Alhana because they made a pact not
to believe in love.
So, the girls went to their classes, each keeping a
secret from each other. Until lunch when they couldn’t
keep the secret in any longer. Dana told Alhana about
Nate and that she thought she was in love. Alhana
laughed and said she felt way about Luis together they
said “So were both in love!’’ This year’s Valentine’s Day
Dance was going to be the best one ever as soon as they
found Nate and Luis!
Inside the dance, the guys were standing by the
punch bowl holding two drinks of fruit punch. “You ready
for this?’’ Dana asked “Yes’’ Alhana answered. They
walked toward them ready to have the best time ever!
After finishing their punch, they moved to the dance floor
and began to dance as a slow song started.
They kept on dancing until their feet started to hurt.
When the principal said that the party was over, Dana and
Alhana were sad. They wanted to go with them but the
guys were in different classes. So, they said goodbye to
the guys for now because they knew they would see them
later. They would just have to wait until school was over.

Once school was out, they raced to find them only
Nate and Luis were gone! They went everywhere but they
couldn’t find them. Dana and Alhana asked friends where
they could they have gone but no one knew. They went
home really disappointed since they couldn’t find them.

Later that evening, Dana and Alhana went to for the
family dinner to Malloy’s a pizza and ice cream restaurant.
When they got there, they were so surprised! Across the
room they saw Luis and Nate! The girls were so excited
that they asked their parents to let the kids sit at their own
table. Since they love pepperoni, Nate and Dana got a
large pepperoni pizza. Luis and Alhana shared a different
because they both love meat lovers. After dinner, they
played in the arcade. At the very end, they shared two
strawberry shakes, one for each couple. The girls were so
happy to share dinner with their new loves. It was almost
the end of Valentine’s Day and they had to say goodbye to
each other. As they were leaving the restaurant, the
funniest song came on from the end of that movie with the
ogres Dana leaned over to Alhana and said “Now, I’m a
believer!’’ and Alhana said “Me too!”
THE END

